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Audio Guide Script  

 

7. Painted lacquer box enclosing seven boxes 

M：This box set is extraordinary, with boxes of different sizes and shapes.  

 
F： These are painted lacquer boxes enclosing seven boxes used by women in 

ancient times. 
 
M：Painted lacquer box? Was this for make-up? I see that these boxes were made 

in the Western Han dynasty. Wasn’t that a long time ago? 
 
F： Yes, they were for make-up, and they were made in the Western Han dynasty. 

Beauty has been a concern of ladies throughout the ages. But women in the Western 
Han dynasty paid more attention to skincare than make-up. They preferred light 
make-up. 
 
M： Then what were these boxes for? 

 
F： As its name suggests, this box set contains seven smaller vanity boxes, all of 

which can be put inside this big round box. Different box sizes were designed to 
store various items, such as a rectangle, square, semi-ellipse, circle and oval boxes, 
as we see in this set, which can be used for storing cosmetics, combs, ornaments and 
wigs. 
 
M： Brilliant! It sounds like a professional make-up set! I didn’t expect women to 

care so much about their appearances in ancient times. 
 
F： I think this painted lacquer box must have been owned by a wealthy family. Did 

you notice the patterns on the smaller boxes and the silver foil decoration on the 
largest box? The design is quite lavish for that time. 
 
M： It’s lavish even now! Even your make-up bag is not this beautiful! But do you 

know if there is any difference between the make-up products they used then and 
those we use nowadays? 
 
F： They had natural plant-based rouge, made from flowers, and organic 

foundation, made from rice powder. Oh! And also graphite powder for drawing 
eyebrows and fragrance balm. 
 
M： Alright! Enough! They had everything. You could be a make-up artist if you 

travelled back in time. 
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F： Hey! I haven’t finished! They might also have puffs and hand cream… 

 


